Our handpicked edit of desirable designs
on an aquatic theme

The art of ‘aquascaping’ takes the humble aquarium to new levels of artistry. James Findley of UK-based The Green Machine creates bespoke designs for the home, such as his Crimson Sky tank, above, which includes 40 individual plants and livestock including shrimp and cardinal tetras. POA.

thegreenmachineonline.com
WASTE NOT

Born and raised in Tasmania, Brodie Neill has created Gyro, a table made from the newly fabricated material, ocean terrazzo. As its name suggests, the compound is formed from reconstituted fragments of the millions of tonnes of floating plastic waste in our oceans. POA. brodieneill.com

BEACON OF LIGHT

Inspired by industrial design and marine navigational codes, the Buoy Lamp by London-based design studio PostlerFerguson is housed in a structure of plywood ribs bound together by nylon rope. The effect is clearly nautical, yet playful and sculptural. £1,200. postlerferguson.com
Before her death last year, architect Zaha Hadid had been collaborating with Lalique on the Crystal Architecture Collection. This Fontana crystal bowl in midnight blue conveys the undulating rhythms of waves while showcasing the satin and polished finishes so characteristic of Lalique. From £6,900. lalique.com

Taking her cue from Britain’s unpredictable weather, Boodles head designer Rebecca Hawkins created the Raindance Collection. This Anniversary Cluster Pendant uses a shimmering arrangement of diamonds in a platinum setting to evoke the memory of sprinkled raindrops glistening in the sun. £10,350. boodles.com